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Abstract
The aim of this work is to describe the complete family of non-expanding Pleban´ski–
Demian´ski type D space-times and to present their possible interpretation. We explicitly
express the most general form of such (electro)vacuum solutions with any cosmological
constant, and we investigate the geometrical and physical meaning of the seven parame-
ters they contain. We present various metric forms, and by analyzing the corresponding
coordinates in the weak-field limit we elucidate the global structure of these space-times,
such as the character of possible singularities. We also demonstrate that members of
this family can be understood as generalizations of classic B-metrics. In particular, the
BI-metric represents an external gravitational field of a tachyonic (superluminal) source,
complementary to the AI-metric which is the well-known Schwarzschild solution for exact
gravitational field of a static (standing) source.
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1 Introduction
The famous class of Pleban´ski–Demian´ski space-times is the most general family of exact so-
lutions of the Einstein(–Maxwell) equations with any value of the cosmological constant Λ,
whose gravitational fields are of algebraic type D and electromagnetic fields are doubly aligned.
The class includes two distinct families according to whether or not the repeated principal null
directions are expanding. In the expanding case they involve nine distinct parameters, and in-
clude a family of generalized black hole space-times. In the non-expanding case, however, there
are fewer parameters. We will show in Sections 1–4 that the complete family of such solutions
involves seven parameters, namely ǫ0, ǫ2, Λ, n, γ, e, and g. The geometrical and/or physical
meaning of these parameters will be clarified in Sections 5–10. Moreover, by setting any of
these parameters to zero, specific subfamilies are directly obtained, namely the B-metrics and
their generalizations to include the cosmological constant and an aligned electromagnetic field.
A diagram summarizing all these subfamilies and their mutual relations is presented in Fig.1.
The complete class of the Pleban´ski–Demian´ski solutions [1] can be conveniently expressed
in terms of the line element [2, 3]
ds2 =
1
(1− αpr)2
[
− Q
e
r2 + ω2p2
(dτ − ωp2dσ)2 + r
2 + ω2p2
Qe dr
2
+
Pe
r2 + ω2p2
(ωdτ + r2dσ)2 +
r2 + ω2p2
Pe dp
2
]
, (1)
where
Pe(p) = k + 2nω−1p− ǫp2 + 2αmp3 −
(
α2(ω2k + e2 + g2) + 1
3
ω2Λ
)
p4,
Qe(r) = (ω2k + e2 + g2)− 2mr + ǫr2 − 2αnω−1r3 − (α2k + 1
3
Λ) r4,
(2)
and m, n, e, g, Λ, ǫ, k, α, ω are arbitrary real parameters. This metric represents type D
solutions for which the repeated principal null directions are shear-free, expanding and twisting.
Indeed, adopting the null tetrad
k =
1− αpr√
2(r2 + ω2p2)
[
1√Qe (r
2∂τ − ω∂σ)−
√Qe ∂r
]
,
l =
1− αpr√
2(r2 + ω2p2)
[
1√Qe (r
2∂τ − ω∂σ) +
√Qe ∂r
]
, (3)
m =
1− αpr√
2(r2 + ω2p2)
[
− 1√Pe (ωp
2∂τ + ∂σ) + i
√
Pe ∂p
]
,
the spin coefficients are κ = 0 = ν, σ = 0 = λ,
ρ =
√
Qe
2(r2 + ω2p2)
1 + iαωp2
r + iωp
= µ , (4)
and τ = π, ǫ = γ, α = β are also non-zero. The congruences generated by k and l are thus
geodesic and shear-free, but have non-zero expansion, and their twist is proportional to the
parameter ω. Using the tetrad (3), the only non-trivial Weyl tensor component is
Ψ2 = −(m+ in)
(
1− αpr
r + iωp
)3
+ (e2 + g2)
(
1− αpr
r + iωp
)3
1 + αpr
r − iωp , (5)
2
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the structure of the complete family of non-expanding Pleban´ski–
Demian´ski space-times. These are (electro)vacuum solutions of the Einstein(–Maxwell) equations with
any cosmological constant Λ (and aligned electromagnetic field). All solutions belong to the Kundt
class, and their gravitational field is of algebraic type D. By setting any of the seven independent
parameters ǫ0, ǫ2, Λ, n, γ, e, g to zero, various specific subfamilies are obtained, such as the B-metrics
and background spaces of constant curvature (Minkowski, de Sitter, anti-de Sitter). Each of these
subfamilies is analyzed in a specific Section of this contribution, as also indicated in the diagram.
confirming that these space-times are of algebraic type D with the repeated principal null
directions k and l. Apart from Λ, the only non-zero component of the Ricci tensor is
Φ11 =
1
2
(e2 + g2)
(1− αpr)4
(r2 + ω2p2)2
, (6)
where e and g are the electric and magnetic charges of the source, respectively. Both principal
null directions of the non-null electromagnetic field are thus aligned with the repeated principal
null directions of the gravitational field. Clearly, there is a curvature singularity at r = 0 = ωp.
In general, this is surrounded by horizon(s) which are roots of the function Qe(r). In fact, the
3
expanding metric (1), (2) includes a large family of black holes with various physical parameters,
such as the mass m, Kerr-like rotation a, NUT parameter l (related to the twist parameter ω
and n), cosmological constant Λ, electromagnetic charges e, g and acceleration α, see [2, 3] for
more details.
Interestingly, non-expanding Pleban´ski–Demian´ski type D space-times can be obtained from
the line element (1), which represents expanding space-times, by applying specific “degenerate”
transformation. Apart from the exceptional case of direct-product geometries [2,3], see Section 4
below, the general family of such solutions is obtained by applying the transformation
r = γ + κq , σ = k1 y + ωκ
−1 t , τ = k2 y − γ2κ−1 t , (7)
where γ and κ are arbitrary parameters, and taking the limit in which κ→ 0. In this limit the
function Qe is rescaled to zero as κ2Q, and the resulting line element takes the form
ds2 =
1
(1− αγ p)2
[
̺2
(
−Q dt2 + 1Q dq
2
)
+
Pe
̺2
(
(k1γ
2 + k2 ω) dy + 2γω q dt
)2
+
̺2
Pe dp
2
]
,
(8)
where
̺2 = ω2p2 + γ2 ,
Q = ǫ0 − ǫ2q2 , (9)
Pe = k + 2nω−1p− ǫp2 + 2αmp3 − (α2(ω2k + e2 + g2) + 1
3
ω2Λ
)
p4 ,
with an additional free constant ǫ0 resulting from the limiting procedure, and
ǫ = −ǫ2 + 6αγnω−1 + 2γ2(3α2k + Λ) . (10)
The parameters of these solutions must also satisfy two further constraints, namely
3m+ γ(ǫ2 − 2ǫ) + 3αγ2nω−1 = 0 , (11)
ω2k + e2 + g2 − γm+ 1
6
γ2(ǫ+ ǫ2) = 0 . (12)
Apart from the exceptional case ω = 0 = γ, it is always possible to choose the constants k1 and
k2 in such a way that k1γ
2 + k2 ω = 1.
After the transformation (7) and the limit κ→ 0 are performed, the null tetrad (3) for the
metric (8), (9) becomes
k =
1− αγp√
2 ̺
[
1√Q (2ωγq ∂y − ∂t)−
√Q ∂q
]
,
l =
1− αγp√
2 ̺
[
1√Q (2ωγq ∂y − ∂t) +
√Q ∂q
]
, (13)
m =
1− αγp√
2
[
− ̺√Pe ∂y + i
√Pe
̺
∂p
]
,
with (4) now taking the form ρ = 0 = µ (because Qe = κ2Q → 0). The double degenerate
principal null directions k and l given by (13) are therefore non-expanding and non-twisting.
The curvature tensor (5) becomes
Ψ2 = −(m+ in)
(
1− αγp
γ + iωp
)3
+ (e2 + g2)
(
1− αγp
γ + iωp
)2
1− α2γ2p2
γ2 + ω2p2
, (14)
4
while the Ricci tensor (6) now reads
Φ11 =
1
2
(e2 + g2)
(1− αγp)4
(γ2 + ω2p2)2
. (15)
Such solutions contain the charge parameters e and g, the cosmological constant Λ and six
additional parameters α, ω, n, γ and ǫ0, ǫ2 (entering Q). The parameters k, ǫ, m, which also
occur in Pe, are uniquely determined by the constraints (10)–(12). Explicit elimination gives
k =
−(e2 + g2)− ǫ2γ2 + 2αγ3nω−1 + Λγ4
ω2 − 3α2γ4 ,
ǫ =
−ǫ2(ω2 + 3α2γ4) + 6αγ(ω2 − α2γ4)nω−1 − 6α2γ2(e2 + g2) + 2Λγ2ω2
ω2 − 3α2γ4 , (16)
m =
−ǫ2γ(ω2 + α2γ4) + αγ2(3ω2 − α2γ4)nω−1 − 4α2γ3(e2 + g2) + 43Λγ3ω2
ω2 − 3α2γ4 .
Now, it needs to be determined whether or not the six parameters α, ω, n, γ, ǫ0, ǫ2 are indepen-
dent, and then to determine their geometrical and/or physical meaning.
2 General solution: Removing the parameters α and ω
We will now show that the parameters α and ω in the metric (8), (9) are, in fact, redundant.
It is immediately seen from (8)–(12) that α plays no role whenever γ = 0 (redefining ǫ, m, k).
Moreover, α can be explicitly transformed away for any value of γ, and ω can be set to 1 (unless
ω = 0 = α), by applying the substitution
p =
p˜− αγ3µ
ω2µ+ αγ p˜
, y =
y˜
µ
, where µ2 =
1
ω2 + α2γ4
. (17)
Under this transformation, the metric (8) becomes
ds2 = ˜̺2
(
− Q˜dt2 + 1
Q˜
dq2
)
+
P˜
˜̺2
(
dy˜ + 2γ˜q dt
)2
+
˜̺2
P˜
dp˜2, (18)
˜̺2 = p˜2 + γ˜2 , Q˜ = ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2 , P˜ = a0 + 2n˜ p˜+ a2 p˜2 − 13Λ p˜4 , (19)
where
P˜ = µ2(ω2µ+ αγ p˜)4Pe , γ˜ = γωµ , (20)
with
a0 = −(e2 + g2)− ǫ2γ˜2 + Λγ˜4 , a2 = ǫ2 − 2Λγ˜2 ,
2n˜/µ = −2αγ3 3ω
2 − α2γ4
ω2 − 3α2γ4 ǫ2 + 2
(ω2 + α2γ4)2
ω2 − 3α2γ4
n
ω
−4αγ ω
2 + α2γ4
ω2 − 3α2γ4 (e
2 + g2) +
8αγ5ω2(3ω2 − α2γ4)
3(ω2 + α2γ4)(ω2 − 3α2γ4) Λ .
By comparing to (8), (9), it can now be seen that the above transformation indeed explicitly
sets ω = 1 and removes the parameter α from the metric (after an appropriate relabelling of the
parametersm, n, k and ǫ). This is analogous to the case an apparently accelerating NUT metric
studied in [4] for which the acceleration parameter α was similarly shown to be redundant. In
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fact, the two transformations are remarkably similar (compare equation (17) with equation (22)
in [4]).
Notice that (for e = 0 = g) the parameter α determines a kind of formal rotation in the
complex plane spanned of the parameters m+ in, yielding m˜+ i n˜. This is clearly seen by
performing the substitution (17) in the curvature scalar Ψ2 given by (14):
Ψ2 = −(m+ in)
(
1− αγ p
γ + iωp
)3
= −c 32 (m+ in)
(γ˜ + i p˜)3
, where c =
ω + iαγ2
ω − iαγ2 . (21)
The parameter c depending on ω and αγ2 is clearly a complex unit. Setting α = 0 by (17) is
thus accompanied by a re-parametrization m˜+ i n˜ = c
3
2 (m+ in), i.e., mixing the “original” m
and n.
To conclude: The Pleban´ski–Demian´ski class of non-expanding (electro)vacuum space-
times with a cosmological constant can be written, without loss of generality, by setting α = 0
and ω = 1 in the metric (8), (9) as
ds2 = ̺2
(
−Q dt2 + 1Q dq
2
)
+
P
̺2
(
dy + 2γq dt
)2
+
̺2
P dp
2, (22)
where, using (16) with α = 0,
̺2 = p2 + γ2 ,
Q(q) = ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2 , (23)
P(p) = (− (e2 + g2)− ǫ2γ2 + Λγ4) + 2n p+ (ǫ2 − 2Λγ2) p2 − 13Λ p4 .
The non-zero components of the curvature tensors are R = 4Λ and
Ψ2 =
ǫ2γ − 43Λγ3 − in
(γ + i p)3
+
e2 + g2
(p2 + γ2)(γ + i p)2
, Φ11 =
e2 + g2
2(p2 + γ2)2
. (24)
This class of solutions contains two discrete parameters ǫ0 and ǫ2 (using the remaining scaling
freedom in q and t they take the possible values +1, 0,−1) and five continuous parameters n, γ
and e, g, Λ. Since e and g denote the electric and magnetic charges, respectively, and Λ is the
cosmological constant, it remains to determine the geometrical meaning of the parameters ǫ0
and ǫ2 and the physical meaning of the parameters n and γ. This will be done in Sections 5–6
and 7–9, respectively. In the final Section 10 we will discuss the complete family, including the
charges e and g.
Let us mention that this class of solutions was first found (employing different notation for
the coordinates and free parameters) in 1968 by Carter [5] as his family [B˜(−)], see equations
(12)–(15) therein. Subsequently, it was obtained and discussed as “generalized anti-NUT so-
lution” by Pleban´ski, see pages 235–237 of [6], equations (3.35)–(3.40) of [7], and equations
(8)–(9) of [8] by Garc´ıa Dı´az and Pleban´ski. The vacuum case with Λ = 0 is also equivalent to
the case IV of Kinnersley [9]. The relation between the Pleban´ski–Demian´ski class of doubly
aligned type D Einstein–Maxwell fields (denoted as D) and other algebraically special solutions
has been thoroughly summarized in a recent work [10].
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3 The canonical Kundt form of these space-times
Since these solutions admit an expansion-free, twist-free and shear-free repeated principal null
direction of the Weyl tensor, they belong to the Kundt class. It must be possible to express
them in the canonical Kundt form. For the case α = 0, which is (as shown in previous section)
general, this was explicitly already done in [3]. To put the metric (22), (23) into the Kundt
form, first perform the transformation
z = p , yk = y + 2γ
∫
q
Q dq , r = (p
2 + γ2) q , u = t−
∫
1
Q dq , (25)
which takes the metric to
ds2 = −2 du dr − 2H du2 + 2Wyk du dyk + 2Wz du dz +
1
P 2
dy2k + P
2 dz2 , (26)
with
P 2 =
(γ2 + z2)
P(z) ,
H =
ǫ0
2
(γ2 + z2)− 1
(γ2 + z2)
[
ǫ2
2
+
2γ2
(γ2 + z2)P 2
]
r2 ,
Wyk =
2γ
(γ2 + z2)P 2
r , Wz =
2z
(γ2 + z2)
r .
Now, replace z = p by a new coordinate
x =
∫
P 2(z) dz , (27)
which puts the metric to the Kundt (real) form
ds2 = −2 du dr − 2H du2 + 2Wx du dx+ 2Wyk du dyk + P−2(dx2 + dy2k) , (28)
where
Wx =
2z
(γ2 + z2)P 2
r , Wyk =
2γ
(γ2 + z2)P 2
r ,
and all metric functions must be re-expressed as functions of x via z. It is of interest to
note that all metric coefficients are independent of yk. Thus, these space-times admit the two
Killing vectors ∂u and ∂yk . In view of this symmetry, the metric form (28) may be the most
appropriate to use. Moreover, the presence of the spacelike Killing vector ∂yk indicates that
these space-times could possess axial symmetry.
By putting ζ = 1√
2
(x+ i yk), the metric (28) is then easily expressed in the familiar canonical
complex form
ds2 = −2 du (dr +H du+W dζ + W¯ dζ¯) + 2P−2dζdζ¯ , (29)
where W ≡ − 1√
2
(Wx − iWyk) reads
W = −
√
2
(z + i γ)P 2
r , (30)
in which z and P are functions of the real part of ζ only, see (27). These expressions are
equivalent to those given in Section 18.6 of the monograph [3].
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4 Special case α = 0, ω = 0: direct-product geometries
In this particular case it is possible to apply on (1) with n˜ ≡ nω−1 a transformation
p = β + κ p˜ , r = γ + κ q˜ , σ = κ−1 σ˜ , τ = b2 κ−1 τ˜ , (31)
which yields
ds2 = − b
4 Q˜
(γ + κq˜)2
dτ˜ 2 + (γ + κq˜)2
( 1
Q˜ dq˜
2 + P˜ dσ˜2 + 1P˜ dp˜
2
)
, (32)
with
P˜ = κ−2Pe = a0 + a1p˜+ a2 p˜2 ,
Q˜ = κ−2Qe = b0 + b1 q˜ + b2 q˜2 , (33)
and
a2 = −ǫ , b2 = ǫ− 2Λ γ2 ,
a1 = 2κ
−1(n˜− ǫ β) , b1 = 2κ−1
(−m+ ǫ γ − 2
3
Λ γ3
)
,
a0 = κ
−2(k + 2β n˜− ǫ β2) , b0 = κ−2
(
e2 + g2 − 2mγ + ǫ γ2 − 1
3
Λ γ4
)
. (34)
A non-expanding solution is now obtained by performing the limit κ→ 0, giving
ds2 = b2
(
− Y dτ˜ 2 + 1
Y
dq˜2
)
+ γ2
(
X dσ˜2 +
1
X
dp˜2
)
, (35)
where
X(p˜) = a0 + a1 p˜+ a2 p˜
2 , Y (q˜) =
b2
γ2
(b0 + b1 q˜ + b2 q˜
2) . (36)
This metric clearly represents the class of geometries which are the direct-product of two 2-spaces
of constant curvature with signatures (−,+) and (+,+). These are the algebraic type D or
conformally flat, (electro)vacuum Bertotti–Robinson, Narai, and Pleban´ski–Hacyan solutions
(see Chapter 7 in [3]).
To summarize: Starting from the Pleban´ski–Demian´ski metric (1) with the parameters α
and ω non-vanishing, the only possible non-expanding limit is the metric (22), (23). When α = 0
and ω = 0 a separate procedure leads to the well-known family of direct-product geometries
(35), (36).
5 The Minkowski background: Λ, n, γ, e, g = 0
To understand the geometrical meaning of the parameters ǫ0 and ǫ2, which take the discreet
values +1, 0,−1, we naturally investigate them in the “background” situation when all the
other five physical parameters are set to zero. In such a case it follows from (24) that the
metric (22), (23) reduces just to flat Minkowski space.
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5.1 Minkowski space in Pleban´ski–Demian´ski coordinates
Let us consider the above family of solutions in the flat case in which the parameters Λ, n, γ
and e, g are all set to zero. The metric (22) then becomes
ds2 = p2
(
−Q dt2 + 1Q dq
2
)
+ ǫ2 dy
2 +
1
ǫ2
dp2 , (37)
where Q = ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2. To maintain the correct signature (−+++), the parameter ǫ2 must be
positive and may be taken to be unity, ǫ2 = 1. The resulting form of Minkowski space
ds2 = −p2(ǫ0 − q2) dt2 + p
2
ǫ0 − q2 dq
2 + dy2 + dp2 , (38)
thus contain just a single parameter ǫ0, which may be taken to be ǫ0 = +1, 0,−1. Now we
will discuss these three possibilities. They are three different choices of the t-q coordinates
(foliations) which do not change the curvature of the 2-dimensional Lorentzian subspace. Its
Gaussian curvature is given by ǫ2 = 1.
5.1.1 The case ǫ0 = +1
In this case the metric (38) has the form
ds2 = −p2(1− q2) dt2 + p
2
1− q2 dq
2 + dy2 + dp2 . (39)
There exist Killing horizons at q = ±1 corresponding to the vector field ∂t. Clearly, q is a
spacelike coordinate and t is timelike when q ∈ (−1, 1). Otherwise q is timelike and t spacelike.
• When |q| < 1 , the metric (39) is static, and can be derived from the usual Cartesian
coordinates of Minkowski space
ds2 = −dT 2 + dX2 + dY 2 + dZ2 (40)
using the transformation
T = ±p
√
1− q2 sinh t ,
X = p q ,
Y = y ,
Z = ±p
√
1− q2 cosh t ,

⇒

p =
√
X2 + Z2 − T 2 ,
q =
X√
X2 + Z2 − T 2 ,
tanh t =
T
Z
,
y = Y ,
(41)
where t, y ∈ (−∞,∞) and p ∈ [0,∞). Clearly, the surfaces p =const. 6= 0 and q =const. are
geometrically given by
−T
2
p2
+
X2
p2
+
Z2
p2
= 1 and
q2 − 1
q2
X2 + Z2 = T 2 , (42)
respectively. The character of these Pleban´ski–Demian´ski coordinates is illustrated in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3. The form of the metric (39) is clearly valid only in the region Z2 > T 2 outside the
pair of null hyperplanes on which Z2 = T 2 (that is t = ±∞). The coordinate singularity p = 0
9
Figure 2: A section of the background flat space on which X = 0 (corresponding to q = 0)
and Y = y is any constant. For all three Pleban´ski–Demian´ski coordinate parameterisations of
Minkowski space with ǫ0 = +1, 0,−1, the surfaces on which p > 0 is a constant are rotational hy-
perboloids −T 2 +X2 + Z2 = p2 around the expanding (for T > 0) or contracting (for T < 0) cylinder
X2 + Z2 = T 2, Y arbitrary. The coordinate singularity p = 0 is located along the Y -axis (T = 0,
X = 0 = Z, Y arbitrary). The surfaces on which t is constant are planes through the spacelike line
on which T = 0 = Z, with X,Y arbitrary. The horizontal heavy dashed line indicates the section
T =const. through the space-time that is illustrated in Fig. 3. The shaded regions are not covered by
the Pleban´ski–Demian´ski coordinates.
for any finite t and q is just the Y -axis, namely T = 0, X = 0 = Z, with Y arbitrary, see the
left part of expression (41). (We can not use the inverse relation on the right part of (41) since
the Jacobian of the transformation is |J | = p2, i.e., the transformation is not regular at p = 0.)
The Killing horizons at q = ±1 correspond to the two parts of the null planes T = ±Z with
X < 0 for q = −1, and X > 0 for q = 1.
Since q ∈ (−1, 1), it is natural to put q = cos θ, θ ∈ (0, π), and the metric (39) becomes
ds2 = p2(− sin2 θ dt2 + dθ2) + dy2 + dp2 . (43)
Interestingly, this form of the metric may be obtained directly from the Cartesian form of
Minkowski space (40) by first applying a Rindler boost
T = z˜ sinh t ,
Z = z˜ cosh t ,
}
⇒
 tanh t =
T
Z
,
z˜ =
√
Z2 − T 2 ,
(44)
in the Z-direction, thus giving the metric
ds2 = −z˜2dt2 + dX2 + dY 2 + dz˜2 . (45)
By the introduction of standard polar coordinates in the X, z˜-plane, namely
X = p cos θ ,
z˜ = p sin θ ,
}
⇒
 p =
√
X2 + z˜2 ,
tan θ =
z˜
X
,
(46)
and the relabelling Y = y, we obtain the metric (43).
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Figure 3: A section of the space-time (39) and (47) on which T is constant (and Y is arbitrary). For
the Pleban´ski–Demian´ski parameterisation of Minkowski space in which ǫ0 = +1, the surfaces on which
p is a constant are again rotational hyperboloids (dashed concentric circles in this section) around the
expanding/contracting cylinder p = 0, q = ±∞, cf. Fig. 2. Lines on which q is constant are illustrated
for the complete range of q as hyperbolae (|q| < 1) and ellipses (|q| > 1). As T increases, the null planes
q = ±1 (representing Killing horizons where the norm of the vector field ∂t vanishes) move apart, and
the cylinder (whose interior is shaded) on which p = 0, q = ±∞ simultaneously contracts/expands, at
the speed of light.
• When |q| > 1 , q is a timelike coordinate while t is spacelike. In this time-dependent
region, the metric (39) in the equivalent form
ds2 = − p
2
q2 − 1 dq
2 + p2(q2 − 1) dt2 + dy2 + dp2, (47)
can be derived from the standard coordinates (40) of Minkowski space using the transformation
T = ±p
√
q2 − 1 cosh t ,
X = p q ,
Y = y ,
Z = ±p
√
q2 − 1 sinh t ,

⇒

p =
√
X2 + Z2 − T 2 ,
q =
X√
X2 + Z2 − T 2 ,
tanh t =
Z
T
,
y = Y .
(48)
This is very similar to (41), just interchanging T and Z in the relation for t but, here, q
is timelike. The coordinate singularity at p = 0 with any finite q again corresponds to the
Y -axis (that is T = 0, X = 0 = Z, Y arbitrary), while p = 0, q = ±∞ is a cylindrical surface
X2 + Z2 = T 2, any Y , which contracts/expands at the speed of light. The metric (47) for
q ∈ (1,∞), however, only covers the region of Minkowski space for which X > 0 between this
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cylinder and the horizon represented by the pair of null hyperplanes on which T = ±Z and
q = 1. The equivalent region with X < 0 is covered by the same metric (47) with q ∈ (−∞,−1).
The limits where q = ±1 are horizons.
The manifold represented by the metric (39) with the full range q ∈ (−∞,∞) thus covers the
complete region outside the expanding/contracting cylinder X2 + Z2 = T 2, with Y arbitrary.
The regions inside the cylinder are excluded. The character of such Pleban´ski–Demian´ski
coordinates of Minkowski space is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3.
The surfaces p =const. 6= 0 and q =const. are again determined by (42). On any constant T
the lines p =const. are concentric circles X2 + Z2 = T 2 + p2 while the lines q =const. are
hyperbolae for |q| < 1 and ellipses for |q| > 1 (in the limiting cases q = 0 and |q| = 1 these
degenerate to straight lines X = 0 and Z = ±T , respectively). In particular, at T = 0 all the
curves q =const. are straight radial lines through the origin X = 0 = Z.
Notice finally that it is possible to get the flat metric (47) for q2 > 1 by first obtaining the
time-dependent Kasner version of Minkowski space from the Cartesian form (40) using
T = t˜ cosh z ,
Z = t˜ sinh z ,
}
⇒
 t˜ =
√
T 2 − Z2 ,
tanh z =
Z
T
,
(49)
thus giving
ds2 = −dt˜2 + dX2 + dY 2 + t˜2dz2 . (50)
We can then apply to this a Rindler boost in the X-direction, namely
t˜ = ±p sinh τ ,
X = ±p cosh τ ,
Y = y ,
 ⇒

p =
√
X2 − t˜2 ,
tanh τ =
t˜
X
,
y = Y .
(51)
With this, the metric becomes
ds2 = p2(−dτ 2 + sinh2 τ dz2) + dy2 + dp2 , (52)
which is exactly the metric (47) with q = cosh τ and t = z.
5.1.2 The case ǫ0 = 0
In this case, the Pleban´ski–Demian´ski form of the flat metric (38) is
ds2 = −p
2
q2
dq2 + p2q2 dt2 + dy2 + dp2 . (53)
It can be derived from the standard form (40) of Minkowski space via the transformation
T + Z = p q ,
T − Z = p
q
(q2t2 − 1) ,
X = p q t ,
Y = y ,

⇒

p =
√
X2 + Z2 − T 2 ,
q =
T + Z√
X2 + Z2 − T 2 ,
t =
X
T + Z
,
y = Y ,
(54)
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where q, t, y ∈ (−∞,∞) and p ∈ [0,∞). The coordinate singularity p = 0 (with finite q, t)
again corresponds to T = 0, X = 0 = Z, Y arbitrary. The surfaces p =const.> 0 are again
given by (42), i.e., they are rotational hyperboloids X2 + Z2 = T 2 + p2 outside the contract-
ing/expanding cylinder X2 + Z2 = T 2 (corresponding to the singularity p = 0 with q = ±∞),
as shown in Fig. 4. For X = 0 this cylinder reduces to T = ±Z which coincides with the Killing
horizon discussed in the case ǫ0 = +1.
Figure 4: A section X = 0 (corresponding to t = 0) of the background Minkowski space for the
Pleban´ski–Demian´ski parameterisation with ǫ0 = 0. The surfaces on which p > 0 is a constant are ro-
tational hyperboloids−T 2 +X2 + Z2 = p2 around the expanding/contracting cylinderX2 + Z2 = T 2,
arbitrary Y = y, on which p = 0, q = ±∞. The surfaces on which q is constant are planes through the
spacelike line on which T = 0 = Z, with X,Y arbitrary. The horizontal heavy dashed line indicates
the section T =const. through the space-time that is illustrated in Fig. 5. The shaded regions are not
covered by the Pleban´ski–Demian´ski coordinates.
However, the surfaces q =const. and t =const. are now different, namely
X2 +
q2 − 1
q2
(
Z − 1
q2 − 1 T
)2
=
q2
q2 − 1 T
2 , and X = t (T + Z) . (55)
On the section X = 0 this reduces to straight lines T = q
2−1
q2+1
Z, T = −Z, with t = 0.
On a section on which T is any constant, all the curves q =const. are conic sections.
In particular, q =∞ corresponds to the circle X2 + Z2 = T 2 (which is the singularity p = 0,
q =∞). For q > 1 the curves are ellipses with the semi-major axis q2
q2−1 T oriented along Z.
The curve q = 1 degenerates to a parabola Z = 1
2T
X2 − T , and for |q| < 1 these coordinate lines
are hyperbolae. The line q = 0 is a straight line Z = −T with X arbitrary. This is illustrated
in Fig. 5. Moreover, all these curves for q ≥ 0 intersect at the singular point Z = −T < 0,
X = 0. Notice also that q > 0⇔ Z > −T whereas q < 0⇔ Z < −T . In the special case T = 0
the coordinate lines q =const. are radial straight lines X ∝ Z. For any fixed T , the coordinate
lines t =const. are just straight lines X = t Z + t T which all intersect X = 0 at the singular
point Z = −T .
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Figure 5: A section of the space-time on which T > 0 is constant (and Y is arbitrary). For the
Pleban´ski–Demian´ski parameterisation of Minkowski space in which ǫ0 = 0, the surfaces on which p
is a constant are again rotational hyperboloids (dashed concentric circles in this section) around the
expanding/contracting cylinder p = 0. Lines on which q is constant are illustrated for the complete
range: q =∞ is a circle which coincides with the coordinate singularity p = 0, lines q > 1 are ellipses,
q = 1 is a parabola, and |q| < 1 are hyperbolae. The coordinate singularity at q = 0 corresponds to
the Killing horizon where the norm of ∂t vanishes. As T increases, the line q = 0 moves to the left
and the null cylinder p = 0 expands at the speed of light (see the red arrows). All the coordinate lines
q =const.≥ 0 intersect in a singular point Z = −T , which is a degenerate point on this expanding
cylinder (a null line X = 0, Z = −T , Y arbitrary).
Finally, notice that the flat Pleban´ski–Demian´ski-type metric (53) can be rewritten as
ds2 = p2(−dτ 2 + e2τ dt2) + dy2 + dp2 , (56)
by introducing τ = log |q|. Clearly, p = 0 is just the y-axis.
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5.1.3 The case ǫ0 = −1
In this case, the Pleban´ski–Demian´ski form of the metric (38) is
ds2 = − p
2
1 + q2
dq2 + p2(1 + q2) dt2 + dy2 + dp2 , (57)
in which q is a timelike coordinate. This metric can be derived from the standard Cartesian
coordinates of Minkowski space using the transformation (with the Jacobian |J | = p2)
T = p q ,
X = p
√
1 + q2 sin t ,
Y = y ,
Z = p
√
1 + q2 cos t ,

⇒

p =
√
X2 + Z2 − T 2 ,
q =
T√
X2 + Z2 − T 2 ,
tan t =
X
Z
,
y = Y ,
(58)
where q, y ∈ (−∞,∞) and p ∈ [0,∞). It can again be seen that the coordinate singularity
at p = 0 corresponds to T = 0, X = 0 = Z, with Y arbitrary. The surfaces p =const.> 0 are
rotational hyperboloids (42) outside the cylinder X2 + Z2 = T 2 which expands or contracts at
the speed of light (corresponding to the singularity p = 0 with q =∞ or q = −∞, respectively).
The above metric only represents the region that is exterior to this hypersurface.
It is also now clear from (58) that the spatial coordinate t may be taken to be periodic with
t ∈ [0, 2π) and t = 2π identified with t = 0. And, with this angular coordinate t, the complete
exterior is covered. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
Figure 6: A section of the background flat space with ǫ0 = −1 on which X = 0 (and Y = y is any
constant), corresponding to t = 0. The surfaces on which p > 0 is a constant are rotational hyper-
boloids −T 2 +X2 + Z2 = p2 around the expanding/contracting cylinder X2 + Z2 = T 2, Y arbitrary,
on which p = 0, q = ±∞. The surfaces on which q is constant are cones with vertices on the spacelike
plane X,Y arbitrary and T = 0 = Z. The shaded regions are not covered. A typical horizontal section
T = const. through the space-time is illustrated in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: A section T = const. through the flat space-time with ǫ0 = −1 (Y = y is constant). Both
the lines p = const. and q = const. are circles, while t = const. are radial straight lines. In this
parameterization (57) there is no Killing horizon associated with ∂t ≡ ∂ϕ.
It is thus appropriate to relabel t ≡ ϕ and to put q = sinh τ , so that the metric (57) takes
the form
ds2 = p2(−dτ 2 + cosh2 τ dϕ2) + dy2 + dp2 . (59)
Interestingly, this form of the metric may be obtained from the Cartesian form of Minkowski
space by first introducing polar coordinates in the X-Z plane as
X = ρ sinϕ ,
Z = ρ cosϕ ,
}
⇒
 ρ =
√
X2 + Z2 ,
tanϕ =
X
Z
,
(60)
thus giving the cylindrical metric
ds2 = −dT 2 + dρ2 + dY 2 + ρ2dϕ2 , (61)
and then applying a Rindler boost in the ρ-direction, namely
p =
√
ρ2 − T 2 ,
tanh τ =
T
ρ
,
 ⇒
{
T = p sinh τ ,
ρ = p cosh τ ,
(62)
with Y = y. The metric (59) may thus be understood as specific accelerating coordinates.
Of course, direct transformations between the metric forms (39), (53), and (57) can be easily
obtained by comparing the relations (41), (48), (54), and (58).
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6 The (anti-)de Sitter background: Λ 6= 0 (n, γ, e, g = 0)
Consider now the above family of Pleban´ski–Demian´ski solutions in the conformally flat subcase
in which γ, n, e, g are all set to zero but Λ 6= 0, see (24). The metric (22), (23) then reads
ds2 = p2
(
−Q dt2 + 1Q dq
2
)
+ P dy2 +
1
P
dp2 , (63)
where Q and P ≡ P/p2 are
Q(q) = ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2 , P (p) = ǫ2 − 13Λ p2 . (64)
This is an unusual family of metrics of the maximally symmetric de Sitter and anti-de Sitter
space-times. The (anti-)de Sitter manifold can be visualized, see e.g. [3], as the hyperboloid
−Z20 + Z21 + Z22 + Z23 + εZ24 = εa2 , where a =
√
3/|Λ| , ε = signΛ , (65)
embedded in a flat five-dimensional Minkowski space
ds2 = −dZ20 + dZ21 + dZ22 + dZ23 + εdZ24 . (66)
The coordinates of (63) are adapted to a specific 2 + 2 foliations of this manifold, and the
geometry of such parametrizations is a warped product of two 2-spaces of constant curvature,
namely dS2,M2, AdS2 (according to the sign of ǫ2) spanned by t, q , and S
2, E2, H2 (according
to sign of Λ) spanned by y, p. The warp factor is p2.
In our recent work [11] we have thoroughly studied and visualized this new family of diagonal
static metrics for all possible choices of ǫ0, ǫ2 and for any Λ 6= 0. In fact there are 3 allowed
distinct subcases for Λ > 0 and 8 subcases for Λ < 0, summarized in Tab. 1. It is not necessary
to repeat all the specific metric forms, transformations, figures and other details presented
in [11]. In this section we will only mention the most interesting subcases of such Pleban´ski–
Demian´ski representation of (anti-)de Sitter spaces.
Λ ǫ2 ǫ0 P range of p Q range of q
> 0 +1 +1 1− p2/a2 (−a, a) 1− q2 R \ {±1}
> 0 +1 0 1− p2/a2 [0, a) −q2 R \ {0}
> 0 +1 −1 1− p2/a2 [0, a) −1− q2 R
< 0 +1 +1 1 + p2/a2 R 1− q2 R \ {±1}
< 0 +1 0 1 + p2/a2 [0,∞) −q2 R \ {0}
< 0 +1 −1 1 + p2/a2 [0,∞) −1− q2 R
< 0 0 +1 p2/a2 R 1 R
< 0 0 −1 p2/a2 R −1 R
< 0 −1 +1 −1 + p2/a2 [a,∞) 1 + q2 R
< 0 −1 0 −1 + p2/a2 [a,∞) q2 R \ {0}
< 0 −1 −1 −1 + p2/a2 R \ (−a, a) −1 + q2 R \ {±1}
Table 1: Summary of all admitted subcases given by different values of the discrete parameters ǫ2,
ǫ0, for Λ > 0 (upper part) and Λ < 0 (lower part).
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6.1 The de Sitter space in Pleban´ski–Demian´ski coordinates
6.1.1 Λ > 0, ǫ2 = +1, ǫ0 = −1
This choice of ǫ2, ǫ0 seems to be the most natural one for the case Λ > 0. The corresponding
coordinates, with y ≡ aφ, cover the (part of) de Sitter hyperboloid (65) as
Z0 = p q ,
Z1 = p
√
1 + q2 cos t ,
Z2 = p
√
1 + q2 sin t ,
Z3 =
√
a2 − p2 cosφ ,
Z4 =
√
a2 − p2 sin φ ,

⇒

p =
√
Z21 + Z
2
2 − Z20 ,
q =
Z0√
Z21 + Z
2
2 − Z20
,
tan t =
Z2
Z1
,
tanφ =
Z4
Z3
.
(67)
Such a parametrization is visualized in Fig. 8 as two sections of the de Sitter hyperboloid. The
coordinate singularity p = 0 clearly corresponds to Z0 = Z1 = Z2 = 0, Z3 = a cosφ, Z4 = a sinφ.
It is convenient to put q = sinh τ and t = ϕ. The metric (63), (64) thus takes the form
ds2 = p2(−dτ 2 + cosh2 τ dϕ2) + (a2 − p2) dφ2 + a
2 dp2
a2 − p2 . (68)
The range of p is finite, namely p ∈ [0,√3/Λ ), to maintain the correct signature (−+++),
while τ ∈ R and ϕ, φ ∈ [0, 2π). For Λ→ 0, this de Sitter metric reduces to the line element
(59) of flat space.
Figure 8: Sections Z1-Z0 (left) and Z1-Z2 (right) of the background de Sitter space, represented as
the hyperboloid (65) in 5-dimensional flat space, with Pleban´ski–Demian´ski coordinates (63), (64)
given by ǫ2 = 1, ǫ0 = −1. The shaded regions are not covered by these coordinates. Notice a close
similarity with the ǫ2 = 1, ǫ0 = −1 coordinates of flat Minkowski space visualized in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
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6.2 The anti-de Sitter space in Pleban´ski–Demian´ski coordinates
6.2.1 Λ < 0, ǫ2 = 0, ǫ0 = +1
In this case (63) simplifies considerably to
ds2 = p2(−dt2 + dq2) + p
2
a2
dy2 +
a2
p2
dp2 , (69)
where a =
√
3/|Λ|. With a simple transformation
p =
a2
x
, t =
η
a
, q =
z
a
, (70)
η, x, y, z ∈ R (x 6= 0), we obtain the metric
ds2 =
a2
x2
(−dη2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2) . (71)
This is exactly the conformally flat Poincare´ form of anti-de Sitter space-time, see e.g. metric
(5.14) in [3]. These well-known coordinates have been thoroughly described and employed in
literature (for example in the works on AdS/CFT correspondence). The corresponding explicit
parametrization of the anti-de Sitter hyperboloid (65) by (69) is
Figure 9: Sections Z1-Z0 (left) and Z1-Z2 (right) with Z3, Z4 = const. > 0 of the background anti-
de Sitter space, represented as the hyperboloid (65) in 5-dimensional flat space, with Pleban´ski–
Demian´ski coordinates (69) given by ǫ2 = 0, ǫ0 = +1.
Z0 =
p
2
(
1 +
s
a2
)
,
Z1 =
p
2
(
1− s
a2
)
,
Z2 = p q ,
Z3 = p y/a ,
Z4 = p t ,

⇒

p = Z0 + Z1 ,
q =
Z2
Z0 + Z1
,
t =
Z4
Z0 + Z1
,
y =
aZ3
Z0 + Z1
,
(72)
where s/a2 = −t2 + q2 + y2/a2 + a2/p2. The corresponding sections through the anti-de Sitter
hyperboloids are shown in Fig. 9.
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6.2.2 Λ < 0, ǫ2 = +1, ǫ0 = +1
This choice of parameters gives the anti-de Sitter space in the Pleban´ski–Demian´ski form
ds2 = −p2(1− q2) dt2 + p
2
1− q2 dq
2 + (a2 + p2)
dy2
a2
+
a2 dp2
a2 + p2
, (73)
where p, t, y ∈ R, q ∈ R \ {±1}. This is a generalization of the flat metric (39) to Λ < 0. The
separate subcases |q| < 1 and |q| > 1 are:
• For |q| < 1 , the coordinates of (73) parametrize the anti-de Sitter hyperboloid (65) as
Z0 = p
√
1− q2 sinh t ,
Z1 = p
√
1− q2 cosh t ,
Z2 = |p| q ,
Z3 = ±
√
a2 + p2 sinh
y
a
,
Z4 = ±
√
a2 + p2 cosh
y
a
,

⇒

tanh t =
Z0
Z1
,
tanh
y
a
=
Z3
Z4
,
p = sign(Z1)
√
Z21 + Z
2
2 − Z20 ,
q =
Z2√
Z21 + Z
2
2 − Z20
.
(74)
This parametrization gives two maps covering the anti-de Sitter manifold, namely the coor-
dinate map Z4 ≥ a for the “+” sign, and Z4 ≤ a for the “−” sign (and two maps p > 0 and
p < 0). Moreover, q > 0 corresponds to Z2 > 0, while q < 0 corresponds to Z2 < 0.
Figure 10: Sections Z1-Z0 (left) and Z1-Z2 for Z0 =const.> 0 (right) of the background anti-de Sitter
space, represented as the hyperboloid (65) in 5-dimensional flat space, with Pleban´ski–Demian´ski
coordinates (73) given by ǫ2 = +1, ǫ0 = +1. The shaded regions are not covered. It resembles the
corresponding case of flat Minkowski space visualized in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
• For |q| > 1 , the parametrization is the same as (74), except that now
Z0 = p
√
q2 − 1 cosh t ,
Z1 = p
√
q2 − 1 sinh t ,
 ⇒
 tanh t =
Z1
Z0
,
p = sign(Z0)
√
Z21 + Z
2
2 − Z20 .
(75)
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In both cases, it can be immediately observed that the coordinate singularity p = 0 (with
finite values of the coordinates t, q) is located at Z0 = Z1 = Z2 = 0 with Z3 = ±a sinh(y/a),
Z4 = ±a cosh(y/a). This is a main hyperbolic line on the hyperboloid (65) representing the
anti-de Sitter universe.
Sections Z1-Z0 and Z1-Z2 through the anti-de Sitter space-time are illustrated in Fig. 10.
6.2.3 Λ < 0, ǫ2 = −1, ǫ0 = 1
Relabeling y = aφ, the metric (63), (64) reads
ds2 = −p2(1 + q2) dt2 + p
2
1 + q2
dq2 + (p2 − a2) dφ2 + a
2 dp2
p2 − a2 , (76)
where p ∈ [a,∞), q ∈ R, t, φ ∈ [0, 2π), with p = a representing the axis of symmetry.
Figure 11: Sections Z1-Z0 (left) and Z0-Z4 for Z1 =const.> 0 (right) of the anti-de Sitter space (65)
with Pleban´ski–Demian´ski coordinates (76) given by ǫ2 = −1, ǫ0 = 1. It resembles the corresponding
case of the de Sitter space visualized in Fig. 8.
This arises as the parametrization
Z0 = p
√
1 + q2 cos t ,
Z1 = p q ,
Z2 =
√
p2 − a2 cosφ ,
Z3 =
√
p2 − a2 sin φ ,
Z4 = p
√
1 + q2 sin t ,

⇔

tan t =
Z4
Z0
,
tanφ =
Z3
Z2
,
p =
√
Z20 − Z21 + Z24 ,
q =
Z1√
Z20 − Z21 + Z24
,
(77)
of the anti-de Sitter hyperboloid (65). Recall that Z0 a Z4 are two temporal coordinates
expressed here by the most natural single temporal coordinate t ∈ [0, 2π). The covering space
is obtained by allowing t ∈ R in (76).
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Interestingly, after the formal relabeling Z0 ↔ Z1 and Z2 → Z3 → Z4 → Z2 we obtain basi-
cally the same expressions as (67) for the de Sitter subcase Λ > 0, ǫ2 = 1, ǫ0 = −1. Therefore,
the sections through the anti-de Sitter hyperboloid closely resemble those shown in Fig. 8, after
the relabeling of the axes Za and reconsidering different ranges of the coordinates. In particular,
in Fig. 11 we plot the sections Z4 = 0 and Z1 =const.> 0, respectively. It can be seen from
(77) that these coordinates cover the whole anti-de Sitter universe.
More information about the global character of these coordinates, other cases given by
different choices of the parameters ǫ2, ǫ0, their mutual relations and properties can be found in
our previous paper [11].
7 The B-metrics: n 6= 0 (γ, e, g,Λ = 0)
To elucidate the meaning of the physical parameter n, we first consider the case when γ = 0 = Λ
and e = 0 = g. Such vacuum solutions are known as the B-metrics, following the classification
of Ehlers and Kundt [12].
The subcases of such B-metrics are then distinguished by two discrete parameters ǫ2 and ǫ0,
with possible values +1, 0,−1. The corresponding metric (22), (23) is
ds2 = −p2(ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2) dt2 + p
2
ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2 dq
2 +
(
ǫ2 +
2n
p
)
dy2 +
(
ǫ2 +
2n
p
)−1
dp2 . (78)
When n is set to zero, this metric immediately reduces to background (37). The space-times
(78) admit four Killing vectors.
In all the subcases, the only non-zero component of the Weyl tensor (24) is given by
Ψ2 =
n
p3
, (79)
where the two (double degenerate) principal null directions are
k = − 1√
2 p
( 1√
ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2
∂t +
√
ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2 ∂q
)
,
l = − 1√
2 p
( 1√
ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2
∂t −
√
ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2 ∂q
)
,
see (13). They span 2-dimensional spatial surfaces p = const., y = const. This confirms that
all B-metrics are of type D and possess a curvature singularity at p = 0. It is convenient to
consider only solutions for which p is positive, but the parameter n may have either sign (notice
that the metric only depends on their fraction n/p).
It seems that most of the B-metrics have not yet been studied and physically interpreted,
although they are a very simple family of type D space-times that have been known for a
long time. Moreover, they are formally related to the well-known A-metrics by a complex
coordinate transformation. If the y-coordinate is taken to have a finite range [0, 2π), with
y = 2π identified with y = 0, the static regions of these space-times can be expressed in Weyl
form. In this case, the associated Newtonian potentials have been identified by Martins [13]
as semi-infinite line masses. However, the physical interpretation of these space-times clearly
requires further investigation. Let us present here some observations concerning the physical
and geometrical properties of the class of exact space-times (78).
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7.1 The BI-metric (ǫ2 = 1)
This case ǫ2 = 1 admits three subcases, namely ǫ0 = 1, 0,−1.
7.1.1 The BI-metric with ǫ0 = 1
For the choice ǫ0 = 1 the line element becomes
ds2 = −p2(1− q2) dt2 + p
2
1− q2 dq
2 +
(
1 +
2n
p
)
dy2 +
(
1 +
2n
p
)−1
dp2 , (80)
generalizing (39). If n > 0 and p ∈ (0,∞), there is a physical singularity at p = 0. Alterna-
tively, if n < 0, this represents a non-singular space-time with p ∈ (2|n|,∞). Both cases are
asymptotically flat as p→∞.
The character of the singularity at p = 0 can be elucidated by considering the weak-field
limit of the metric (80) as n→ 0, with positive n. In view of both explicit transformations (41)
and (48) to usual Cartesian coordinates of the background Minkowski space it is clear, that the
curvature singularity at p = 0 corresponds to
T = 0 , X = 0 = Z , Y = y . (81)
It is localized along the spatial Y -axis, i.e., it can be interpreted as the source associated with a
tachyon which moves (with infinite velocity) at T = 0 along the Y -axis. The curved BI-metric
(80) can thus be understood to include the gravitational field generated by a tachyon moving
instantaneously along a straight line (the y-axis).
Following an analogy with the AI-metric, which represents the gravitational filed of a static
(standing) mass source, it is natural to put q = cos θ in (80). However, this is unnecessarily
restrictive. The coordinate q may cover the complete range q ∈ (−∞,∞). For the range |q| > 1,
the space-time is time-dependent and q is a timelike coordinate. Horizons exist at q = ±1,
between which the space-time is static. However, from an analysis of the Minkowski limit as
n→ 0, performed in Section 5.1, it would appear that the Killing horizons at q = ±1 have the
character of acceleration horizons in this particular coordinate representation. Moreover, this
choice of ǫ0 = +1 seems to correspond to an “unfortunate” coordinate foliation with coordinate
singularities at q = ±1.
7.1.2 The BI-metric with ǫ0 = −1
Another metric form, which covers the space-time without the coordinate singularity at q = ±1,
occurs with the choice ǫ0 = −1. In this case, relabelling t = ϕ ∈ [0, 2π), the metric is
ds2 = − p
2
1 + q2
dq2 + p2(1 + q2) dϕ2 +
(
1 +
2n
p
)
dy2 +
(
1 +
2n
p
)−1
dp2 , (82)
generalizing (57). Putting q = sinh τ , it takes the form
ds2 = p2
(−dτ 2 + cosh2 τ dϕ2)+ (1 + 2n
p
)
dy2 +
(
1 +
2n
p
)−1
dp2 . (83)
This is a time-dependent, cylindrically symmetric form of the curved BI-metric, generalizing
the flat metric (59). In fact, it is the metric (11.22) in the paper by Pleban´ski [6]. Again, if n > 0
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then p ∈ (0,∞). Alternatively, if n < 0, this represents a non-singular region of space-time with
p ∈ (2|n|,∞). Both cases are asymptotically flat as p→∞.
This form of the BI-metric solution was analyzed in 1974 by Gott [14] and interpreted
as part of the space-time with n < 0 containing a tachyonic matter source (the other part
of the space-time can be extended by the AII-metric). Indeed, by inspecting the explicit
transformation (58) to the background Cartesian coordinates we immediately obtain that the
singularity at p = 0 in the weak-field limit n→ 0 is again located at (81), i.e., along the spatial
Y -axis. This confirms that the source of the curvature is a tachyon moving with infinite velocity
along a straight line, namely the y-axis of (83).
7.1.3 The BI-metric with ǫ0 = 0
For the choice ǫ0 = 0 the BI-metric (78) becomes
ds2 = −p
2
q2
dq2 + p2q2 dt2 +
(
1 +
2n
p
)
dy2 +
(
1 +
2n
p
)−1
dp2 , (84)
which is a non-flat generalization of Minkowski metric (53), to which it reduces for n→ 0. As
can be seen from expressions (54), the singular source at p = 0 is also located at (81), and can
again be physically interpreted as a tachyon moving along the y-axis.
To summarize: The BI-metric for any ǫ0 represents a space-time which includes the
gravitational field of a tachyon of “strength” n, moving instantaneously along the straight line
given by the y-axis, that is (81), which corresponds to the curvature singularity at p = 0. It
seems that the most natural representation of such solution is given by the metric (83) for the
choice ǫ0 = −1 because it most naturally covers the axially symmetric region of the space-time
(see Figures 6 and 7) and avoids the additional singularities associated with the coordinate q.
7.2 The BII-metric (ǫ2 = −1)
In this case in which ǫ2 = −1, it is necessary that n > 0, and the metric takes the form
ds2 = −p2(ǫ0 + q2) dt2 + p
2
ǫ0 + q2
dq2 +
(2n
p
− 1
)
dy2 +
(2n
p
− 1
)−1
dp2 , (85)
with p ∈ (0, 2n) and q ∈ (−∞,∞), where p = 0 corresponds to a curvature singularity and
p = 2n is some kind of pole. Notice that, significantly, this metric does not admit a Minkowski
limit as n→ 0 because this would lead to a wrong signature (−+−−).
For the choice ǫ0 = −1, the metric becomes
ds2 = − p
2
1− q2 dq
2 + p2(1− q2) dt2 +
(2n
p
− 1
)
dy2 +
(2n
p
− 1
)−1
dp2 . (86)
Again, horizons exist at q = ±1, but now the space-time is time-dependent in the range |q| < 1,
and static elsewhere with temporal coordinate t. The additional spatial Killing vector is ∂y.
For the alternative choice ǫ0 = +1, the metric becomes
ds2 = −p2(1 + q2) dt2 + p
2
1 + q2
dq2 +
(2n
p
− 1
)
dy2 +
(2n
p
− 1
)−1
dp2 , (87)
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which is globally static everywhere. The same is true for the choice ǫ0 = 0, with the metric
ds2 = −p2q2 dt2 + p
2
q2
dq2 +
(2n
p
− 1
)
dy2 +
(2n
p
− 1
)−1
dp2 . (88)
The physical meaning of these everywhere curved space-times is, however, unclear since they
do not posses the Minkowski limit n→ 0.
7.3 The BIII-metric (ǫ2 = 0)
This final case of metric (78) occurs when ǫ2 = 0,
ds2 = −ǫ0 p2 dt2 + p
2
ǫ0
dq2 +
2n
p
dy2 +
p
2n
dp2 . (89)
Necessarily ǫ0 = ±1, and without loss of generality we may take ǫ0 = 1 because the case ǫ0 = −1
is equivalent to it via the transformation t↔ q. There is no Minkowski limit n→ 0. In this
case, it is possible to use a remaining scaling freedom of all coordinates to set 2n = 1, and the
metric becomes
ds2 = p2(−dt2 + dq2) + 1
p
dy2 + p dp2 , (90)
which is everywhere static. Performing a simple transformation
p =
√
ρ , q = C ϕ , (91)
we obtain
ds2 = ρ (−dt2 + C2dϕ2) + ρ−1/2 (1
4
dρ2 + dy2) . (92)
Up to a simple rescaling, this is exactly the Levi-Civita solution in the limiting case when
σ = 1/4, see equations (10.11) and (10.14) in [3]. Interestingly, this is locally isometric to the
asymptotic form of the Melvin solution, see (7.21) therein. It can also be expressed in the form
(10.8) with the Kasner-like parameters (p0, p2, p3) = (
2
3
, 2
3
,−1
3
). This exceptional space-time is
also not yet fully understood physically.
8 The B-metrics with Λ: n 6= 0 (γ, e, g = 0)
The metric (22) now takes the form
ds2 = −p2(ǫ0−ǫ2 q2) dt2+ p
2
ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2 dq
2+
(
ǫ2+
2n
p
− 1
3
Λ p2
)
dy2+
(
ǫ2+
2n
p
− 1
3
Λ p2
)−1
dp2 , (93)
which clearly reduces to the B-metric (78) when Λ = 0 and to (anti-)de Sitter space in the form
(63) when n = 0.
8.1 The BI-metric with Λ (ǫ2 = 1)
Preliminary discussion of this class of exact solutions was performed in [11]. It was argued that
the BI metrics can be physically interpreted as the gravitational field containing a tachyonic
source moving (with infinite velocity) in a de Sitter or anti-de Sitter universe.
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Indeed, by inspecting the representation (67) of the de Sitter hyperboloid for the case Λ > 0,
ǫ2 = 1, ǫ0 = −1, with y = aφ, it immediately follows that the singularity p = 0 is located at
Z0 = 0 , Z1 = 0 = Z2 , Z3 = a cosφ , Z4 = a sinφ . (94)
In the weak-field limit n→ 0 this is just the “neck” of the de Sitter hyperbolid (65), and it is
a closed circular trajectory of a spacelike geodesic corresponding to a tachyon with an infinite
velocity. This supports the interpretation of the curved BI-metric as the gravitational field
generated by a tachyonic source at p = 0 moving instantaneously around the closed de Sitter
universe. In this case it is convenient to put q = sinh τ , t = ϕ ∈ [0, 2π), so that the metric (93)
becomes
ds2 = p2(−dτ 2 + cosh2 τ dϕ2) + (1 + 2n/p− 1
3
Λ p2) a2dφ2 +
dp2
1 + 2n/p− 1
3
Λ p2
. (95)
This is a type D generalization of the conformally flat de Sitter metric (68). For Λ = 0 this
reduces to the BI-metric (83). To maintain the correct signature (−+++), the range of p is
finite, namely p ∈ [0, pmax) such that 1 + 2n/pmax − 13Λ p2max = 0.
A similar interpretation is valid also for Λ < 0. The difference is that, using (74), (75), the
singularity p = 0 is now located at
Z0 = 0 , Z1 = 0 = Z2 , Z3 = ±a sinh(y/a) , Z4 = ±a cosh(y/a) . (96)
This is a main hyperbolic line on the hyperboloid (65) representing the anti-de Sitter universe.
Again, it is spacelike geodesic trajectory of an infinitely fast tachyon moving along a “straight
line” in the open hyperbolic universe with Λ < 0. The exact curved solution can be written in
the form (95) with aφ replaced by y ∈ (−∞,∞).
Analogous results could be obtained for other choices of ǫ0, using explicit parameterizations
of the de Sitter and anti-de Sitter backgrounds presented in the comprehensive work [11].
8.2 The BII-metric with Λ (ǫ2 = −1)
This family of metrics reads
ds2 = −p2(ǫ0 + q2) dt2 + p
2
ǫ0 + q2
dq2 +
(2n
p
− 1− 1
3
Λ p2
)
dy2 +
(2n
p
− 1− 1
3
Λ p2
)−1
dp2 , (97)
which clearly reduces to (85) when Λ = 0. The metric (97) only has the required signature for
the range of p for which 2n− p− 1
3
Λ p3 > 0. Thus, it does not admit an (anti-)de Sitter limit as
n→ 0. This peculiar family of exact solutions has no obvious physical meaning, unless Λ < 0
with |Λ| large enough, in which case for n = 0 we obtain the anti-de Sitter background (76).
8.3 The BIII-metric with Λ (ǫ2 = 0)
In this last case the metric (93) reduces to (without loss of generality we may set ǫ0 = 1)
ds2 = p2(−dt2 + dq2) +
(2n
p
− 1
3
Λ p2
)
dy2 +
(2n
p
− 1
3
Λ p2
)−1
dp2 , (98)
generalizing (89).
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For Λ > 0, n > 0 it is possible to apply the transformation
p =
(
6n
Λ
sin2
√
3Λ
2
ρ
) 1
3
, y = B
(
3
4n
) 1
3 ϕ , t =
(
2
9n
) 1
3 t˜ , q = C
(
2
9n
) 1
3 y˜ , (99)
obtaining
ds2 =
(
4
3Λ
sin2
√
3Λ
2
ρ
) 2
3
(−dt˜2 + C2dy˜2)+B2(√3Λ
2
cos3
√
3Λ
2
ρ
sin
√
3Λ
2
ρ
) 2
3
dϕ2 + dρ2 . (100)
This is the Linet–Tian metric
ds2 = Q2/3
(
− P−2(1−8σ+4σ2)/3Σ dt˜2 +B2 P−2(1+4σ−8σ2)/3Σ dϕ2
+C2 P 4(1−2σ−2σ
2)/3Σ dy˜2
)
+ dρ2 , (101)
where
Q(ρ) = 1√
3Λ
sin
(√
3Λ ρ
)
, P (ρ) = 2√
3Λ
tan
(√
3Λ
2
ρ
)
, (102)
see [15], [16] and [17], in the case σ = 1/4 (B and C are conicity parameters). The Linet–
Tian metric is a generalization of the Levi-Civita metric to Λ 6= 0. It is a static, cylindrically
symmetric vacuum metric. The parameter σ can be interpreted as the mass density of the
source along the axis ρ = 0.
Alternatively, we can also perform the transformation
p =
(
6n
Λ
cos2
√
3Λ
2
ρ
) 1
3
, y = C
(
4
3nΛ2
) 1
3 y˜ , t =
(
Λ
6n
) 1
3 t˜ , q = B
(
Λ
6n
) 1
3 ϕ , (103)
leading to
ds2 = cos
4
3
√
3Λ
2
ρ
(−dt˜2 +B2 dϕ2)+ 4
3Λ
(
sin3
√
3Λ
2
ρ
cos
√
3Λ
2
ρ
) 2
3
C2dy˜2 + dρ2 , (104)
which is again the metric (101) but now for σ = 0.
In fact, general Linet–Tian metric for Λ > 0 is invariant with respect to a “duality”
ρ = pi√
3Λ
− ρ′ , t = ( 4
3Λ
)(1−8σ+4σ
2)/Σ t′ ,
Cy = ( 4
3Λ
)−2(1−2σ−2σ
2)/3ΣB′ϕ′ , Bϕ = ( 4
3Λ
)(1+4σ−8σ
2)/3Σ C ′y′ ,
(105)
resulting in
σ =
1− 4σ′
4(1− σ′) . (106)
For the special choice n = 1
6
Λ this relation between the BIII-metric and the Linet–Tian metric
can be found in [17], but it is clear from (103) that this transformation exists for any n > 0.
Contrary to the Levi-Civita metric, the Linet–Tian metric does not give the conformally flat
solution when σ = 0.
Similar relations apply to Λ < 0 with the difference that, instead of (102), the functions P
and Q are now
Q(ρ) = 1√
3|Λ| sinh
(√
3|Λ|ρ
)
, P (ρ) = 2√
3|Λ| tanh
(√
3|Λ|
2
ρ
)
. (107)
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For Λ < 0, n > 0 the transformation is (99) with
p =
(
6n
|Λ| sinh
2
√
3|Λ|
2
ρ
) 1
3
, (108)
yielding the Linet–Tian metric (101) for σ = 1/4:
ds2 =
(
4
3|Λ| sinh
2
√
3|Λ|
2
ρ
) 2
3 (−dt˜2 + C2dy2)+B2
√3|Λ|
2
cosh3
√
3|Λ|
2
ρ
sinh
√
3|Λ|
2
ρ

2
3
dϕ2 + dρ2 . (109)
For Λ < 0, n < 0 the transformation is (103) with
p =
(
6n
Λ
cosh2
√
3|Λ|
2
ρ
) 1
3
, (110)
yielding the Linet–Tian metric for σ = 0:
ds2 = cosh
4
3
√
3|Λ|
2
ρ
(−dt˜2 +B2 dϕ2)+ 4
3|Λ|
sinh3 √3|Λ|2 ρ
cosh
√
3|Λ|
2
ρ

2
3
C2dy2 + dρ2 . (111)
We thus conclude that the BIII-metrics with Λ are fully equivalent to the Linet–Tian
family of static, cylindrically symmetric metrics with the special value of σ = 1/4, which is dual
to σ = 0.
9 General vacuum case with γ 6= 0 (e, g = 0)
Let us now analyze the most general vacuum metric of the non-expanding Pleban´ski–Demian´ski
class with any cosmological constant Λ. This is easily obtained from (22), (23) by setting
e = 0 = g, in which case the electromagnetic field vanishes:
ds2 = ̺2
(
−Q dt2 + 1Q dq
2
)
+
P
̺2
(
dy + 2γq dt
)2
+
̺2
P dp
2 , (112)
where
̺2 = p2 + γ2 ,
Q(q) = ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2 , (113)
P(p) = γ2(−ǫ2 + Λγ2) + 2n p+ (ǫ2 − 2Λγ2) p2 − 13Λ p4 .
This is a generalization of the B-metrics (discussed in previous sections) to include an additional
parameter γ.
To clarify the geometrical and physical meaning of this parameter γ we first observe that
the corresponding curvature tensor component (24) reduces to
Ψ2 =
γ (ǫ2 − 43Λγ2)− in
(γ + i p)3
. (114)
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Therefore, the space-times with γ 6= 0 are of algebraic type D and contain no curvature singu-
larity.
The only possible exception is
n = 0 , 4
3
Λγ2 = ǫ2 ,
in which case the space-time is conformally flat, with P = −1
3
Λ (p2 + γ2)2, that is
ds2 = (p2+γ2)
(
−(ǫ0−ǫ2 q2) dt2+ dq
2
ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2
)
− 1
3
Λ (p2+γ2)(dy+2γq dt)2− dp
2
1
3
Λ (p2 + γ2)
. (115)
Clearly, Λ ≥ 0 is prohibited since this would lead to a degenerate metric or wrong signature.
The only possibility is Λ < 0, implying ǫ2 = −1 and γ2 = 14a2, where a =
√
3/|Λ| as in (65).
Being conformally flat and vacuum, such a metric
ds2 = (p2 + 1
4
a2)
( dq2
ǫ0 + q2
− ǫ0 dt2 + 2a−1q dt dy + a−2dy2
)
+
a2 dp2
p2 + 1
4
a2
(116)
must be an unfamiliar metric form of the anti-de Sitter space. Indeed, it is possible to remove
the non-diagonal term dt dy by performing a linear transformation
t = b1 y
′ + b2 t′ , y = c1 y′ + c2 t′ , (117)
where
c1 =
√−ǫ0 a b1 , c2 = −
√−ǫ0 a b2 , (118)
resulting in
ds2 = (p2+ 1
4
a2)
( dq2
ǫ0 + q2
+2(−ǫ0+
√−ǫ0 q) b21 dy′2+2(−ǫ0−
√−ǫ0 q) b22 dt′2
)
+
a2 dp2
p2 + 1
4
a2
. (119)
For ǫ0 = −1 we choose b1 = 1 = b2, implying c1 = a = −c2, and the metric becomes
ds2 = (4p2 + a2)
(
−
1
4
dq2
1− q2 +
1 + q
2
dy′2 +
1− q
2
dt′2
)
+
4a2 dp2
4p2 + a2
. (120)
When q < 1, a further transformation
2p = a sinh θ , q = cos 2χ , (121)
leads to
ds2 = a2 cosh2 θ
(−dχ2 + cos2 χ dy′2 + sin2 χ dt′2)+ a2dθ2 . (122)
This is an interesting new diagonal metric form of the anti-de Sitter space corresponding to the
parametrization
Z0 = a cosh θ cosχ cosh y
′ ,
Z1 = a cosh θ cosχ sinh y
′ ,
Z2 = a sinh θ ,
Z3 = a cosh θ sinχ sinh t
′ ,
Z4 = a cosh θ sinχ cosh t
′ ,

⇒

tanh y′ =
Z1
Z0
,
tanh t′ =
Z3
Z4
,
a sinh θ = 2p = Z2 ,
tanχ =
√
Z2
4
−Z2
3
Z2
0
−Z2
1
,
(123)
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of the hyperboloid (66).
When q > 1, an analogous transformation
2p = a sinh θ , q = cosh 2χ , (124)
puts (120) to another metric form of the anti-de Sitter space
ds2 = a2 cosh2 θ
(
dχ2 + cosh2 χ dy′2 − sinh2 χ dt′2)+ a2dθ2 , (125)
corresponding to
Z0 = a cosh θ coshχ cosh y
′ ,
Z1 = a cosh θ coshχ sinh y
′ ,
Z2 = a sinh θ ,
Z3 = a cosh θ sinhχ cosh t
′ ,
Z4 = a cosh θ sinhχ sinh t
′ ,

⇒

tanh y′ =
Z1
Z0
,
tanh t′ =
Z4
Z3
,
a sinh θ = 2p = Z2 ,
tanhχ =
√
Z2
3
−Z2
4
Z2
0
−Z2
1
.
(126)
In the case when ǫ0 = 1 we choose b1 = i = b2, thus c2 = a = −c1, and with the reparametriza-
tion q → i q the real metric becomes exactly the same as (120).
Returning now to type D space-times (112), (113) with γ 6= 0, it follows from (114) that
they are all non-singular and the range of p is (−∞,+∞). Indeed, the curvature singularity
at p = 0, which is always present when γ = 0 (that is for the B-metrics described in previous
section, see (79)), is not reached since the denominator γ + i p in (114) now has a finite non-
zero value γ for p = 0. Therefore, the privileged value p = 0 does not correspond to a physical
singularity, but rather to a region of space-time with a maximum finite curvature because Ψ2
has the greatest value there.
Such a behavior is analogous to the more familiar situation known for the A-metrics, in
particular for the Schwarzschild solution with the mass parameterm. By adding the parameter l
in the Taub-NUT solution, the curvature singularity at r = 0 is removed, see e.g. Chapter 12 in
[3]. Similarly, by adding the parameter γ to the B-metrics with a “tachyonic mass” parameter n,
the curvature singularity at p = 0 is also removed. This formal analogy was noticed already
by Pleban´ski in 1975 [6] and, because of it, he denoted this class with γ 6= 0 as the so called
“anti-NUT solution”.
However, it should be noted that there are also some fundamental geometrical differences
between the A-metrics and B-metrics case. While for the Taub-NUT solution with the pa-
rameter l the double degenerate principal null directions k and l are expanding and twisting,
for the B-metrics with the parameter γ they are non-expanding and non-twisting (in fact, the
whole family of solutions belongs to the Kundt class).
Although there is no curvature singularity at p = 0 when γ 6= 0, and asymptotically the
space-times contain conformally flat regions as p→ ±∞, see (114) implying Ψ2 → 0, in general
there are Killing horizons associated with the vector field ∂t. They separate stationary regions
from the dynamical one. Indeed, it follows from the metric form (112) that the norm of this
vector is
‖∂t‖2 = gtt = −̺2Q+ 4γ2q2P
̺2
, (127)
where Q and P are given by (113). The associated Killing horizon is thus located at
(p2 + γ2)2Q = 4γ2q2P . (128)
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This is rather complicated expression, polynomial in the coordinates q and p, and also depending
on all five geometrical and physical parameters. Interestingly, in the case γ = 0 it simplifies
enormously to the condition Q = 0, so that the Killing horizon is simply located at q2 = ǫ0/ǫ2.
This is basically the same condition as for the Minkowski and (anti-)de Sitter backgrounds
discussed in previous Sections 5 and 6, respectively, or in [11].
10 Charged metrics: the most general case with e, g 6= 0
It remains to analyze the complete non-expanding Pleban´ski–Demian´ski metric (22), (23), i.e.,
ds2 = (p2 + γ2)
(
− (ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2) dt2 + dq
2
ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2
)
+R (dy + 2γq dt)2 + 1R dp
2 , (129)
where
R(p) = (− (e
2 + g2)− ǫ2γ2 + Λγ4) + 2n p+ (ǫ2 − 2Λγ2) p2 − 13Λ p4
p2 + γ2
. (130)
It contains seven free parameters, namely two discrete geometric parameters ǫ0, ǫ2 and five
physical parameters Λ, n, γ, plus e and g. When e = 0 = g the space-times are vacuum, as
described in previous sections. For non-vanishing e, g the Ricci tensor given by Φ11 is non-zero,
see (24), and such exact space-times contain a non-null electromagnetic field (the source-free
Maxwell equations are also satisfied) which is doubly aligned with the repeated null directions
of the gravitational field. In fact, they can be understood as a large class of B-metrics with the
“mass” parameter n, generalized to admit electric a magnetic charges e, g, in addition to the
cosmological constant Λ. As can be seen from (24), with a non-trivial parameter γ, both the
gravitational and the electromagnetic fields are non-singular.
Let us also note that the parameter ǫ0 is not physically important. It only distinguishes
three coordinate representations of the 2-space of constant curvature (given by ǫ2) spanned
by the coordinates t and q. For example, explicit transformation from the metric (129) with
ǫ2 = −1, ǫ0 = 1 (with coordinates relabeled to t˜, q˜, y˜, |q˜| < 1) to the metric with ǫ0 = −1 is
tan t˜ =
−q√
1− q2 cosh t , q˜ =
√
1− q2 sinh t , y˜ = y + 2γ arg tanh(q tanh t) . (131)
Moreover, as shown explicitly for the case ǫ2 = −1, ǫ0 = −1 in Section 9, the off-diagonal term
dy dt in such a form of the anti-de Sitter background can be completely removed. Similar
arguments also apply to the case ǫ0 = 0.
10.1 The case when γ = 0: Charged B-metrics with Λ
With γ = 0, the metric (129), (130) simplifies considerably to
ds2 = −p2(ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2) dt2 + p
2
ǫ0 − ǫ2 q2 dq
2 +R dy2 + 1R dp
2 , (132)
where
R(p) = ǫ2 + 2n
p
− e
2 + g2
p2
− Λ
3
p2 . (133)
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The metric functions are now given in terms of two geometrical parameters ǫ0, ǫ2 = +1, 0,−1,
one “mass” parameter n, the electric/magnetic charge parameters e and g, and the cosmological
constant Λ. The non-zero components of the curvature tensor are
Ψ2 =
n
p3
− e
2 + g2
p4
, Φ11 =
e2 + g2
2 p4
. (134)
Together these clearly indicate the presence of a curvature singularity at p = 0 whenever either
n or e2 + g2 are non-zero. Moreover, its “strength” is directly proportional to these parameters.
Such solutions represent a generalization of the B-metrics (78), as originally described by Ehlers
and Kundt [12], to include charges and a cosmological constant.
10.2 The electromagnetic field
Finally, we will investigate the electromagnetic field associated with the general space-time
(129), (130). It is described by antisymmetric Faraday–Maxwell tensor Fµν , or the related
2-form
F = 1
2
Fµν dx
µ ∧ dxν . (135)
Its dual is F˜µν ≡ 12εµναβF αβ, where ε0123 =
√−g. Maxwell’s equations without sources are
F µν ;ν = 0, F˜
µν
;ν = 0, which can be rewritten as dΩ = 0, where the complex 2-form Ω is defined
by Ω ≡ F + i F˜ = 1
2
(Fµν + i F˜µν) dx
µ ∧ dxν .
Non-trivial components of the electromagnetic field associated with (129), (130) are
Fq t = −e(γ
2 − p2) + 2g γ p
γ2 + p2
,
Fy p =
g(γ2 − p2)− 2e γ p
(γ2 + p2)2
, (136)
Fp t = −2γ q g(γ
2 − p2)− 2e γ p
(γ2 + p2)2
,
and for the dual
F˜q t = −g(γ
2 − p2)− 2e γ p
γ2 + p2
,
F˜y p = −e(γ
2 − p2) + 2g γ p
(γ2 + p2)2
, (137)
F˜p t = 2γ q
e(γ2 − p2) + 2g γ p
(γ2 + p2)2
,
see [18] for more details. These expressions simplify considerably when γ = 0 to
Fq t = e , Fy p = −g p−2 ,
F˜q t = g , F˜y p = +e p
−2 . (138)
The dual F˜ is obviously obtained from F just by interchanging e→ g, g → −e, i.e., there is a
duality between the electric charge e and the magnetic charge g. Such electromagnetic fields
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diverge at p = 0, i.e., at the singularity of the gravitational field given by the B-metrics (78),
(93). In this case
Ω = (e+ i g) d(q dt + i p−1dy) = (e + i g) (dq ∧ dt+ i p−2dy ∧ dp) , (139)
and the corresponding 4-potential A = Aµ dx
µ, such that F = dA, has a very simple form
A = e q dt− g p−1dy . (140)
Returning now to the most general case with γ, we can express the general electromagnetic
field (136) with respect to the null tetrad (13) where now α = 0, ω = 1. In the NP formalism
this is given by three complex functions ΦA defined as
Φ0 = Fµν k
µmν , Φ1 =
1
2
Fµν (k
µ lν + m¯µmν) , Φ2 = Fµν m¯
µ lν . (141)
They take the form
Φ1 = − e + i g
2(γ + i p)2
, Φ0 = 0 = Φ2 , (142)
corresponding to the only non-vanishing tetrad components
Fkl ≡ Fµν kµ lν = −e(γ
2 − p2) + 2g γ p
(γ2 + p2)2
, Fm¯m ≡ Fµν m¯µmν = −i g(γ
2 − p2)− 2e γ p
(γ2 + p2)2
. (143)
Since the related Ricci tensor in the NP formalism is ΦAB = 2ΦAΦ¯B the only non-vanishing
component is
Φ11 =
e2 + g2
2(p2 + γ2)2
, (144)
which is fully consistent with (24).
Finally, a complex invariant of the electromagnetic field reads
1
8
(Fµν F
µν + iFµν F˜
µν) ≡ Φ0 Φ2 − (Φ1)2 = −1
4
(e+ i g)2
(γ + i p)4
. (145)
It is non-zero, so that the electromagnetic field is non-radiating (non-null). Indeed, (since only
Φ1 6= 0) it is of a general algebraic type with the null vectors k and l of the electromagnetic
field aligned with the double degenerate principal null directions of the Weyl tensor representing
type D gravitational field.
Moreover, it can be seen from (145) that for γ 6= 0 the electromagnetic field is everywhere
finite, and for p→∞ the field vanishes asymptotically. Only for the family of B-metrics (if,
and only if, γ = 0) there is a singularity located at p = 0.
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11 Summary and conclusions
We have here presented and analyzed the complete family of non-expanding Pleban´ski–Demian´ski
space-times which are (electro)vacuum solutions with any cosmological constant of algebraic
type D. Such a family can be explicitly obtained by performing a specific limit (Section 1)
leading to a vanishing expansion, twist and shear, i.e., to the Kundt class (Section 3). By
demonstrating (Section 2) that the parameter α, originally representing acceleration, can al-
ways be removed, and ω set to 1, we proved that all such solutions can be written in the metric
form (22), (23). The only exception is the family of direct-product geometries that is obtained
by another limit when α = 0 = ω (Section 4).
This class of solutions contains two discrete parameters ǫ0, ǫ2 = +1, 0,−1 and five continuous
parameters n, γ and e, g, Λ. In our contribution we thoroughly investigated the geometrical
and physical meanings of all these parameters, and we have provided basic interpretations of
the corresponding space-times.
First, in Section 5 we determined the geometrical meaning of ǫ0 and ǫ2 in the case when
all other parameters are set to zero. We showed that these discrete parameters correspond to
specific new coordinate representations of certain regions of the background Minkowski space.
In the presence of a cosmological constant Λ 6= 0 the parameters ǫ0 and ǫ2 analogously determine
specific coordinate representations of the de Sitter or anti-de Sitter backgrounds, see Section 6
and our previous work [11].
The physical meaning of the parameter n was elucidated in Section 7. Its presence defines
the family of B-metrics, with a curvature singularity at p = 0. In particular, the BI-metric
defined by ǫ2 = 1 represents an exact gravitational field of a tachyon of “mass” n, moving with
an infinite velocity along a straight line. The same physical interpretation can be given to the
B-metrics with Λ, in which case the tachyonic source moves in the (anti-)de Sitter universe,
see Section 8. On the other hand, the BIII-metrics are special cases of the Levi-Civita and
Linet–Tian metrics for which σ = 1/4, or its dual σ = 0.
The meaning of the parameter γ was identified in Section 9 as a formal analogue of the NUT
parameter. Its presence in the most general vacuum metric (112), (113) of the non-expanding
Pleban´ski–Demian´ski class (which contains the parameters ǫ0, ǫ2,Λ, n, γ) causes the curvature
singularity of the generalized B-metrics to be removed. As a by-product we also found two
completely new diagonal metric forms of the anti-de Sitter space, namely (122) and (125).
Finally, as shown in Section 10, the additional two parameters e and g denote electric
and magnetic charge parameters, respectively. The corresponding space-times (129), (130) of
“charged B-metrics with Λ and γ” contain a specific (source-free) electromagnetic field. We
presented the explicit form of this non-null Maxwell field (136), (137), and we described its
properties.
We hope that this clarification of all the parameters of the full family of non-expanding
Pleban´ski–Demian´ski (electro)vacuum solutions will help in finding useful applications of this
large and interesting class of exact space-times.
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